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A theorem is proven which provides a suf®cient condition that an isometry is a

symmetry of a composite constructed from a component and a group of

isometries. The concept of latent symmetry is broadened and this theorem is

applied to deduce latent symmetry of example composites, including an example

discussed by Litvin & Wadhawan [Acta Cryst. (2001), A57, 435±441], the latent

symmetry of which could not be determined there systematically.

1. Introduction

A composite S = {A, g2A, . . . , gnA} was de®ned by Litvin &

Wadhawan (2001) as an unordered set of objects constructed by

applying a set {g1, g2, . . . , gn}, where g1 = 1, of isometries to an object

A with intrinsic symmetry H. Considered there was what symmetry of

the composite could be derived solely from H, the structure of A and

the set of isometries {g1, g2, . . . , gn}. In the examples considered,

symmetries of the composite, not products of isometries of the set

{g1, g2, . . . , gn} and the group H, were found in the symmetries of

subunits of the component A (subunits related by the isometries of

the group H). These additional symmetries were referred to there as

latent symmetries. However, other examples exist which show

symmetries of a composite which are not symmetries of parts of the

component related by isometries of the group H.

As we are interested in applying the concept of latent symmetries

to the study of phase transitions in crystals, we shall assume that the

set of isometries {g1, g2, . . . , gn} constitute a group G. All examples

discussed by Litvin & Wadhawan (2001) and here are of this type. In

addition, we broaden the de®nition of latent symmetry to be any

symmetry of the composite that is not a product of isometries of G

and H. This includes the latent symmetries of Litvin & Wadhawan

(2001).

We present here a theorem which provides a suf®cient condition

that an isometry is a symmetry of a composite constructed from a

component A with a set of isometries which constitute a group G. It is

applied in determining latent symmetry of composites, including the

example composite discussed by Litvin & Wadhawan (2001), the

latent symmetry of which could not be systematically determined

there.

2. Partition theorem

Given a composite S = {A, g2A, . . . , gnA} constructed from a

component A by a group of isometries G = {g1, g2, . . . , gn}, where g1 =

1, the partition theorem is: If the component A can be partitioned into

a set of symmetry-related subunits {B, v2B, . . . , vmB}, related by a set of

isometries {v1, v2, . . . , vm} which are a set of right coset representatives

of a groupV in a right coset decomposition ofV with respect toG, then

V is an invariance group of the composite. The proof is given in

Appendix A. Two examples of the application of this theorem to

determining latent symmetry of composites are as follows:

Example 1: In Fig. 1(a), we have a component A with intrinsic

symmetry H = 1. A pentagonal composite S = {A, m1A} is constructed

with the group G = m1 = {1, m1} as shown in Fig. 1(b). In Fig. 2(a), we

show how the component of this composite can be partitioned into

®ve subunits A = {B, m2B, 5zB, m3B, 52
zB}, where the isometries are

de®ned in Fig. 2(b). The z axis is perpendicular to and out of the

plane of the ®gure. The set of isometries {1, m2, 5z, m3, 52
z} constitutes

a set of right coset representatives of the coset decomposition of

5zmm with respect to m1, and consequently the composite is invariant

under the group 5zmm.

1 This material is based on work supported by the National Science
Foundation under grant No. DMR-0074550.

Figure 1
The component A of symmetry H = 1 is shown in (a) of the pentagonal composite
S = {A, m1A} shown in (b).

Figure 2
The partitioning of the component A is shown in (a) with the pentagonal
coordinate system shown in (b).
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Example 2: This is the example the latent symmetry of which was

not determined in Litvin & Wadhawan (2001). In Fig. 3, we show, in

the shaded volume, an isosceles triangular prismatic component of

symmetry H = mz. The cubic composite shown in Fig. 3 is constructed

from this component and the group G = 4zmxmxy. In Fig. 4(b), we

show a partitioning of the component, the top three subunits of which

are in the upper half of the component, shown again in Fig. 4(a), and

the bottom three subunits which are in the lower half of the

component. Below each subunit in Fig. 4(b) is the isometry from

which one can obtain the subunit from the upper left subunit with the

isometry 1 written below it. This set of six isometries {1, m�xz, 3xyz, mz,

4y, �35
�xyz} is a set of right coset representatives of the decomposition of

the group m�3m with respect to the group 4zmxmxy. Consequently, the

composite is invariant under the group m�3m.

From these two examples, we see that the above theorem is useful

in determining the latent symmetry of a composite from the group G

and the structure of the component A. However, the converse of the

theorem is not valid. If a composite S constructed from a component

A by a group of isometries G is invariant under a group V, it is not

necessarily true that the component A can be partitioned into a set of

symmetry-related subunits {B, v2B, . . . , vmB}, related by a set of

isometries {v1, v2, . . . , vm} which are a set of right coset representa-

tives of a group V in a right coset decomposition of V with respect to

G. A counterexample to such a theorem is given in Fig. 5. The

composite is constructed from the component A with the isometries

of the group 4z. The symmetry of the composite can be seen to be

4zmxmxy. However, no possible right coset representative v2 of the

coset decomposition of 4zmxmxy with respect to 4z, i.e. mx, my, mxy or

m�xy, can be used to partition the component A into two subunits

{B, v2B}.

APPENDIX A

Given a composite

S � fA; g2A; . . . ; gnAg �1�
constructed from a component A and a group of isometries G =

{g1, g2, . . . , gn}. If the component can be partitioned into a set of

symmetry-related subgroups

A � fB; v2B; . . . ; vmBg �2�
related by a set of isometries {v1, v2, . . . , vm} which are a set of right

coset representatives of a group V in a right coset decomposition of V

with respect to G, then on substituting (2) into (1) we have:

S � fB; v2B; . . . ; vmB; g2fB; v2B; . . . ; vmBg; . . . ; gnfB; v2B; . . . ; vmBgg:
�3�

This can be rewritten as

S � fB; g2B; . . . ; gnB; v2B; g2v2B; . . . ; gnv2B; . . . ; vmB; g2vmB; . . . ; gnvmBg:
�4�

Since the set of isometries applied to the subunit B in (4) constitutes a

group V, the composite S is invariant under all isometries of V.

The authors would like to thank Professor D. Hatch of Brigham

Young University for useful discussions.
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Figure 3
A cubic composite constructed from an isosceles triangular prismatic component of
symmetry H = mz, shaded in the ®gure, and the isometries of the group 4zmxmxy.

Figure 4
The partitioning of the component shown in (a) into six symmetry-related subunits
in (b). The top three subunits make up the upper half of the component and the
bottom three subunits the lower half of the component. Beneath each subunit is an
isometry from which the subunit can be obtained from the upper left subunit.

Figure 5
A composite of symmetry 4zmxmxy constructed from a component, shown shaded,
of symmetry H = 1.
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